
HO0MOLOGATION.

with her husband, and so was null.-It was answered, That she had ratified
the bond judicially, and given her great oath never to come in the contrary,
as likewise had made payment of the anntualrent since her widowty.-Tg
Loans did find the payment of the annualrent relevant to make her liable, but
did not give tbeir interlocutor upon her judicial ratification and solemn oath never
to quarrel the same Yet it seems, that the bond being for borrowed money, as
it is nall, so the addtion will npt make it valid; for women1 being secured per
senatusconsullu maciedonianue, are in the case of minors and pupils, who nei-
ther by their bond nor oath adjected thereto, 'can contract debt.

F&i. Dic. V. I. p. 383. Gsfvrd, MS. No 535-.P 284.

1711. December i.

MR FRANCIS WAUCHOPE of Cakemuir, Advocate, against WILLIAM HAMILTON

of Fallahall, and his Tutors.

IN the process of reduction and declarator at the instance of Cakemuir, a-
gainst Fallahall, for ratifying a decreet arbitral pronounced in anno 16o8, de-
termining the marches betwixt the lands of Cakenuir and Falla, upon this
ground, That there was a literal error in the decreet, northwest being written
in place of northeast; the LORDS found, That the pursuer's using and founding
on that deoreet, per modum tizli, in actions at his instance, and against him,
was. no homologation of the marches craved to be ratified; because homologa-
tin doth, reulariter, infer a consent to the deed only as it is in rei eritate;.
and the using a fited, account doth not infer horalogation of errors in ealcula
seeing 4ibil tam cnrensui contrarium est quam error. Plus valet quod agitur,
.juam quod simulate concipitur. And the truth which is instructed by the tenor
of the writ, is not impaired by t'he error, but prevails over it ; actorum verba
emendare tenore sententic perseverante, non est prohibitum, L. 46. D. de re judic.
Pt itas Rerum Err oribus gestarum non vitiatur, L. 6. § r. D. de Officio Presid.
Beide&s, the pursuer founde-d upon the decreet by way of action and defence
to support his claim, according as he now pretended it should have been word-
ed; and actus agentium non operantur ultra eorum intentionem.

Fol. Dic. V. I. p. 383. Forbes, p. 55 .

1726. 9rune.
KATRuN HAlRVIE qainst, Mr GEoRtoz GORDON, PfOfeS!or in Aberdetn.

KeTrarNE HARVE, the youngest of five beirS-portioners, having joiiny
with her sisters disponed the common heritage to Mr George Gordon, took
~ond for the price, At that time she was only eleven years of age, and conse.
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HOTMOLOGATION.

quently the deed as to her was ipso jure null. In a reduction, therefore, of that No 93.
disposition at her -instance, it being alleged, that after her majority, she had
bomologated the transaction, by accepting the annuarents of her share of the
bond given for the purchase, the question arose, ' If a disposition of larrds
* ipso jvre null, is of that nature, to receive any force from homologation.'

And it was pleaded for the pursuer, in such things as may be perfected solo
osensra, and where writ is not necessary, it is allowed that null deeds may be

homologated, because the deeds of bomologation are a proof of an after con-
sent; and so if a pupil had granted a bond or sold his moveables, deeds of ho.
toologation after majority might validate the deed or sale, because in neither of
these cases is writ necessary; so the wife's new promise after dissolution of the
maeriage, is an effectual new obligation, and effectual, thiugh the former was
ipso jure nulL But the singularity of the present case lies here, that by our
lnw there can be no coaveyance of heritage, without some valid deed in writ-
ing, however express the consent of parties be; now the disposition in question
is 4ipo jure aull, not any conveyance of the propeity, more than it had been a
disposition without the subscription of the party or witnesses; wherefore it is
necessary, that thdre intervene some valid writ, obliging her to dispone the land&;
for her verbal promise to dispone, or her facts and deeds irtiplying an acqieas
aence in thavt null writ, does no more oblige her to sell'or quit her property,
than if no such null writ had intervened.

It was answered; That here the disposition is in itself a fdrmal valid deed,
without any objeciion that appears against it e facie scripture. It is indeed
reckonedull, as subscribed by a piapil; bit what is undertsood by this nul.
lity ? Not that it is entirely and to ill ititenti mill, as adisposition unsubsctibed;
this cannot be the meaning, for without question it is a good title for prescrip.
tico; but barely that the objection of its being the deed of a pupil is receiv-
able against it, directly by way of exception, without necessity of a reduc.
tion. The disposition then is in itself a formal deed, ard proper to convey the
lands in question. The pursuer indeed had an objection against it, sufficient
to hinder the transmission; but, if she has consented expressly or tacitly not to
use this objection, the case comes to the same, as if it never had been compe-
tent; for though land-rights are not transferale by sole consent, any objec-
tion may be renounced by sole consent, competent against a disposition of lands
already formally constituted. To illustrate this, let it be considered, that a
disposition of lands by a, minor in the confines of majority, without consent of
curators, is equally null with a disposition granted by a pupil; and yet it will
hardly be maintained, but that the disponer's express ratification after majority,
though not in writ, will exclude him from making any objection against the
conveyance.

Replied; If it should be yielded, that, a verbal tati~cation is sufficient to.
confirm a minor's disposition, there is no argument from that to the case in dis-
pute. It might be pleaded with some. shew of reason, that a minor's dcede,-
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No 93. without consent of curators being dull, not for want of a formal consent, but
from the presumption juris et de jure of lesion, if in his majority he renounce
-the objection, the deed comes to be good; for here the deed is once formally
established, with all its essentials, and the objection competent against it, not
founded in any intrinsic defect of. the right, but in the personal circumstances
,of the granter. And this will be more evident, when deeds are considered,
granted by minors who have no curators, which are equally effectual, as where
there are curators, and they consenting. Now, it appears plain, all other things
being equal, that the extrinsic circumstances of a minor's having or wanting
curators, cannot have the force, to make intrinsically null or formal, any deed
granted by him. And therefore it is, when a minor's deed without consent of
curators, is pronounced ipso jure null, it is not that the deed is any way intrin-
-sically defective, more than where the curators consent, or where there are no
curators; but simply in opposition to those cases, where lesion is not presumed,
but must be proved, which makes the form of a reduction necessary; whereas,
here the lesion being apparent without any proof, as a defence instantly veri-
flied, needs not run the circuit of a reduction. But when deeds granted by pu-

pils are said to be ipso jure null, it is in a different sense ; there the nullity is
intrinsic, through the original want of consent, the law having laid down in
general, a presamptio juris et de jure, in the case of pupils, idiots, madmen,
thatby defect of understanding, none of them are capable to consent, or can bring
themselves under legal engagements. The comparison therefore is just, at least
as to the question in hand, that this disposition is no more effectual, than if re-
maining unsubscribed; the simple consent of the granter is no more capable to
validate the one than the other; and whatever effect homologation may have
to remove an extrinsic objection competent against a written conveyance of
lands, it certainly never can have the effect to establish such a conveyance,
where there truly is none.

It was argued in the next place for the defender; Granting this deed ipso jure
null, as wanting that rational consent to which alone the law gives effect, and
which only can be adhibited by one sciens et prudens; yet when that consent
is afterwards adhibited, and the deed no longer wants any of its essentials, eo

ipso it becomes completed and effectual, as if that rational consent had been in-
terponed in the beginning.

To which it was answered; Since the alleged effect of the consent here, is
not to take away any extrinsic exception, that might be competent against a
conveyance in itself intrinsically good, but truly to establish and validate a
conveyance, without that conseat intrinsically null and of no avail, it ought to
be in writing, according to all our laws and practice. For in general, ' no con.

sent can have the force of a conveyance of lands, whether originally inter.
posed, or referring to an anterior otherwise intrinsically null deed, unless it
be in writ.'
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The second point pleaded was, How far there was sufficient evidence of ho- No 93.
mologation, supposing the deed capable thereof. And it was condescended on,
That she received some of the annualrents and a part of the principal sum in
minority, and some of the annualrents after majority, of the bond which was
given by the defender for the price of the lands, which was contended to be as
strong an act of homologation as could be; for taking the annualrents was an
acquiescence in the bond, and consequently in the disposition. And here there
are a series of facts, which shew the acquiescence to have been most deliberate.

It was answered; The pursuer's knowledge of the bond, does not infer her
knowledge of the disposition, to which the bond refers not; there is therefore

no evidence, that she knew the circumstances of the transaction ; without

which knowledge, homologation or acquiescence can never be inferred. And
there is this further circumstapce, that though she was truly major, she signed

the discharges of the annualrents togethei with her curators, as if minor;

whence there is a presumption, she thought herself still minor; and in these
circumstances she will be considered, rather as relying upon her curators, than

acting ex propria scientia. 24o, The facts condescended on were not so free

and.voluntary, as to infer any sort of consent or acquiescence. Mr Gordon was

possessed of the pursuer's estate; she had no other fund whereupon to subsist;
it was therefore of absolute necessity that she accepted the annualrents; and
the law would attribute her:acceptance to that cause, and not infer homologa.

tion, even though she had known the whole tansaction. And indeed it would

be inhamanity to interpret an act of such necessity, a forfeiture of the pur

suer's right, especially when her adversary was possessed of her estate, and on

that account was debtor in much more than he paid her in name of annual-

rent.
Replied to the first; One truly major is presumed to be prudens and sciens,

and is not presumed to take payment of a bond, without knowing for what

cause it was granted; besides, that by a clause in the bond, it became only

payable upon homologating aod approving the disposition in question, which

being express, leaves no Toom for presumptions. To the second, If the pursuer

chose rather to ratify a xeasonable transaction made with Mr Gordon, than to

lay out money uponi _a reduciion thereof, and in the mean time want her an-

nualyents, this will be interpreted the effect of prudence rather than of neces-

sity. And eited themoccasity allegrd is but a necessity of choice, a reasonable

motive, to oblige one to consent to one thing rather than another; by no means

such a necessity of nature, as to take away the freedom of the mind, and ca-

pacity of giving consent.
'* HE LORDS foud, Tiat. the deeds -and qualifications of homologation in-

iisted on, do not oblige the petitioner to ratify or renew the disposition quar-
xelled."

Fol. Dic.v. k.p. 33. Rem. Dec. v. i. No 85. p. 170.
VOL. XIV. 32E
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